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Teaching unit 8: Lydia and Louise – competing for the floor 
 
Transcript 
 
Lydia, female, aged 8, White British; Louise, female, aged 8, White British 
 
1 Louise: there's this playground thing called (name of place)  

2  and <Lydia starts making noises> . and your parents drop you  

3  off there  

4  and there's these . there's adults that look after you obviously 

5  [Arfaan: yeh] and you have to sign in your name on this paper 

6  [Lydia: yeh] there's toilets and stuff  

7  then like . so the door's there  

8  you walk in [Arfaan: uhuh] 

9  and they sometimes take out the bouncy castle . 

10  bouncy castle's there  

11  /not a bouncy castle it's a little/   

12 Lydia: /that's on . that's on/ saturdays   

13 Louise: it's a little play area thing 

14  and over there there are tables where you do art and stuff  

15  and there's a little couch thing over there      

16 Lydia: I ju. I done some sexy flowers /you know/   

17 Louise:                                                 /and erm/ . 

18  if you go into the little pl.  

19  if you go into the playground outside  

20  you go out /this door/ 

21 Lydia:                   /excuse me/ 

22 Louise: and there's a . there's a climbing frames 

23  and . the most <starts using singing voice> favourite favourite 

24  thing there   

25 Interviewer: what's that?   

26 Louise: sorry . is well you've got the low. the low bench the medium  

27  size bench  
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28  and the <shouts> high high bench .  

29  and you climb on them  

30  you've obviously got stairs for them  

31  and whatever size you want  

32  you get on it  

33  you pull the rope  

34  but it's hard to pull it  

35  then you have to quickly swing on it  

36  and you're swinging  

37  it's really good      

38 Lydia: can I tell you one bit what I like? there's /erm . <shouts> no I  

39  wanna/   

40 Louise:                                                                /and there's a thing  

41  where you have to/  

42  <shouts louder> it's an it thing  

43  where you have to spin around on this rope    

44 Lydia: yeh that's called round the world erm    

45 Louise: yeh round the world  

46 Lydia: there's erm . / er thing and it. there's / loads of lumps  

47 Louise:                      /no I'm not talking about the thing I told you/ 

48 Lydia: then you come up you climb on it    

49 Interviewer: yeh    

50 Lydia: then you hold on to it [Int: yeh]  

51  no you h. stand up  

52  or you can sit down  

53  and you jump off it 

54  it's fun boy 
 


